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ABSTRACT:  
 
The size of data has been growing day by day in rapid way. Using traditional approach, it make expensive to process large set of data. Hadoop is a 
popular framework written in java, being used by company like Yahoo, facebook, Youtube etc. to store and process large set of data on commodity 
hardware. Processing of data is a tough task when we do not know format of data (Structured, Semi Structured and Unstructured). To process 
structured types of data we used HIVE and for semi structured and unstructured types of data we use PIG. Hive was introduced by FACEBOOK and 
PIG was introduced by YAHOO. Scheduling and managing of jobs in HADOOP is done by Oozie. Scheduling techniquesin HADOOP are different from 
traditional schedulingtechniques(SJF, FCFS, RR etc.).  Oozieallow to combine multiple complex jobs to be run in a sequential order to achieve a bigger 
task. One of the main advantages of Oozie is that it is tightly integrated with HADOOP stack supporting various HADOOP jobs like Hive, Pig, Sqoop as 
well as system-specific jobs like Java and Shell. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

Oozie is a Java web application workflow manager and 
coordinator, are used to manage and coordinate jobs in 
hadoop ecosystem. Its work flow job is just like as a Direct 
Acyclic Graph (DAG)[1].Oozie is scalable in nature and can 
manage thousands jobs in hadoop cluster.  

There are 3 common jobs in Oozie. 

1. Oozie Workflow Jobs:  It specify the sequence of 
action to be executed. 

2. Oozie Coordinator Jobs: Coordinates the job and 
triggered by time and data availability. 

3. Oozie Bundle: Package of multiple Workflow and 
Coordinator.  

Oozieworkflow containsaction node and control flow 
node. 

An action node represents a workflow task, e.g., moving 
files into HDFS, running a MapReduce, Pig or Hive jobs, 
importing data using Sqoop or running a shell script of a 
program written in Java. In simple language, how to 
execute a job is decided by action node. 

A control-flow node controls the workflow execution 
between actions by allowing constructs like conditional 
logic wherein different branches may be followed 
depending on the result of earlier action node. 

There is only one control node but number of action node 
depend on number of jobs. Action node always will be 
equal to the number of job. 

OOZIE ARCHITECTURE: 

Oozie server is deployed as a java web application and all 
the necessary information are stored in a database. 
Database can be any type either Derby, MySQL, Oracle 
etc[2].  

 

Fig1: Oozie Architecture 

All jobs are stored in Hadoop cluster. Oozie client contact 
to Oozie server, for managing and processing the jobs. 
After processing useful information are store in database.  
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OOZIE WORKFLOW: 

Workflow is a collection of action arranged in a DAG[3]. 
Oozie workflow definition written in hPDL. Oozie 
workflow contain a collections of node ie. Start control 
node, end control node, kill control node, decision node, 
fork node and join node.  

a. Start control node:Every Oozie workflow must 
contain a start control node, and it always start the 
execution from start control node. 

b. End control node:After successfully completion, it 
goes to end control node. Reaching to end control 
node means there is no error. 

c. Kill control node:If we want to kill the execution 
of a workflow, then we use kill control node. There 
may be more than one kill control node. 

 
 
Fig2: Oozie workflow 
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